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Unfortunately, in the original publication of the article, the sentences "We first investigated the role of the PLCη2 calcium-binding EF-hand domain, a domain that is known to be required for PLCη2 activation" and "Taken together, these data emphasize the importance of the PLCη2 EF-hand domain and articulation of PLCη2 with LIMK-1 in regulating neuritogenesis" were incorrectly published in the abstract section.

The correct sentences should read as follows:

"We first investigated the role of the PLCη2 calcium-binding EF-hand domain, a domain that is known to be required for calcium-dependent PLCη2 activation" and

"Taken together, these data emphasize the importance of PLCη2 and its articulation with LIMK-1 in regulating neuritogenesis."

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1007/s00418-015-1390-7.
